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AOK Systems GmbH
AOK Systems GmbH, which was founded in 1999,
offers all-in-one IT solutions for statutory health
and long-term care insurance companies. Based
on the SAP Insurance Suite, the software house
develops and implements the GKV industry solution oscare®. oscare® is a comprehensive end-toend solution used in all eleven national subsidiaries of AOK and other statutory health insurers.
With 450 employees and €90 million revenue,
AOK Systems is among the fifteen largest standard software companies in Germany.
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oscare® Managed Care (oscare® MC) is a new supplementary product of the GKV industry solution
oscare®. It supports all processes related to optional insurance products, health care products,
and disease management programs.
oscare® MC is seamlessly integrated into the existing oscare® system landscape and accesses via
services the functions of SAP Business Partner, the
SAP collection system FS-CD, and other components.
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Fast Implementation with Model-Driven
Software Development
The Faktor-IPS® modeling tool of Faktor Zehn AG
and the SAP NetWeaver platform for Java provide
the development platform for oscare® MC.

The entirely new development of the first version
of oscare® MC for managing bonus rates was completed in only 16 months.

Faktor-IPS® enables a flexible, model-based development of policy management functions and generates parts of the application based on specified
contract and product models.

Currently, oscare® MC is deployed by nine statutory health insurers. More than 100 clerks work on a
day-to-day basis with the system and manage well
over 1 million policies.

Furthermore, insurance products based on the
model can be configured with Faktor-IPS®. The solution thus helps significantly to accelerate the development and roll-out of the standard software at
the statutory health insurers.

As specialized development partner of AOK Systems for the modeling, IT architecture, solution
design, and implementation of oscare® MC, Faktor
Zehn has been involved from the very beginning in
developing oscare® MC.

Das Projekt auf einen Blick:
Number of Faktor Zehn employees

4

Duration

Start date: September 2009
1. step: bonus rates (ca. 16 months)
2. step: rates for optional insurance products (ca. 12
months)
3. step: disease management programs (ca. 12
months)

Existing system landscape

SAP Business Partner, FS-CD, FS-CM, CRM

Application server

SAP Netweaver Application Server
for Java 7.30

Database

Oracle, DB2

Installations

9

Policies

1 million
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The spectrum of products supported by oscare®
MC ranges from classic supplementary health insurances, such as foreign travel insurance and accommodation in single/double hospital room via
bonus plans, to integrated health insurance and
primary-care-doctor-centered health insurance,
to disease management programs.
oscare® MC is designed to ensure that configuration of all product types can be performed by
health insurers themselves. This can be done with
the product definition interface of Faktor-IPS®,
which is integrated as product configurator into
oscare® MC.

Apart from the mere product parameters, process
aspects such as the principle of dual control and
clerk assignment can be configured individually
for every product.
Since all products and any related processes can
be designed within days, health insurers have a
significant competitive edge in binding existing
customers and winning new ones as well as in
optimizing processes.

Faktor-IPS®: The product configurator of oscare® MC
«One of the central goals of this project was to
enable our customers to create the products
without support from the IT. AOK Bremen, for instance, has realized the new optional bonus rate

Before a selected product configuration takes
effect, it can be checked against functional test
cases. After successful testing it can immediately
be transferred to the production system.

of 2013 in only four days—this is an excellent performance in the industry», says Udo Patzelt, Head

of Requirements and Product Management.

An independent review of the product
settings can thus be performed independently from the operational runtime environment.
Product
customizations
can be performed only
for existing contracts, or
new product generations
can be created only for
contracts
yet
to
be
concluded. Any implemented product changes
are traceable over time.

Fig. 1: The Faktor-IPS® solution of Faktor Zehn AG is integrated as product configurator in oscare® MC.
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Faktor-IPS®: The Product Configurator of oscare® MC
In practice, this means health insurers can create
a new product in a few steps. Product changes
as well as adjustments of the bonus amount or
income intervals can be performed easily and
integrated into the operational procedures in one
day or less. As a result, enrollments, settlements,
etc. of the insured can be executed immediately
for the new or adjusted product.

Faktor-IPS® offers the following benefits:
Manage and provide product knowledge centrally
Intuitive user interface for creating and editing
insurance products
Product composition via drag and drop
Import rate tables from Microsoft Excel
Copy assistant for new products and generations
Integrated test tool for creating regression test
cases

State-of-the-Art Modeling Approach with Faktor-IPS®—Why Experts Are Inspired
Conventional product systems map the product
logic in the product system based on a product
and contract model that is separate from the operational system.
The structure of the business logic in the operational system is also based on a model. Any
changes made to the model have to be tracked
in two different tools. A new rating attribute, for
instance, has to be defined in the product system
as well as in the business object model of the system. A data transformation from one model to
the other is required if the product logic mapped
in the product system is to be used in the operational system.
Since in most cases the product logic is provided
by a proprietary runtime environment (product
server, product engine), there is one more technology that has to be taken into account. As a
consequence, considerably more project time
and effort have to be spent on development and
quality problems of the overall solution.

With Faktor-IPS® you can avoid these disadvantages by designing a uniform product and contract model for the operational system and the
product configuration. The Java business objects
of the operational system are generated from this
model, including the information for saving data
in a database.

PRODUKT-ENGINE

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM

User interface batch
MAPPING

Business object model

Product model

Persistence

Product data

Development tools

Product system

JAVA IDE
(Eclipse)

Modeling tools

Modeling

Product definition

Abb. 2: Einsatz eines herkömmlichen Produktsystems
Fig. 2: Using a conventional product system
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State-of-the-Art modeling approach with Faktor-IPS®—Why experts are inspired

This idea was foundational when we set out to develop Faktor-IPS®. And it was successfully realized
during the new development of a policy system in
the oscare® MC project.
Flexible modeling options allow the efficient mapping of the differing requirements of standard supplementary rates in statutory health insurances, such
as bonus plans, disease management programs, and
primary-care-doctor-centered health insurance.

PRODUKT-ENGINE

OSCARE® MC

User Interface Batch
Uniform contract & product model
Persistence

Tools

Specific products can be configured with the same
model for each individual customer. It is not necessary to develop an integration layer between the operational system and the product runtime environment.

JAVA IDE
(Eclipse)

Product data

Modeling tool

Product
definition

Faktor-IPS®

Fig. 3: Using Faktor-IPS® in oscare® MC

«Faktor-IPS® accelerates our entire software and product development process significantly. With a
small team, we were able to implement a new policy management system in such a short time»
Dr. Rolf Paulsen, Projektleiter oscare® MC, AOK Systems

Contact
Jan Ortmann
Managing Partner
Jan.Ortmann@FaktorZehn.de

Faktor Zehn AG
Faktor Zehn is a recognized IT insurance specialist. The company was founded in 2004. Today, more than 80 highly qualified employees ensure our position as a reliable partner for SAP and Java-based software.
By concentrating on the insurance industry, Faktor Zehn combines many years of extensive, in-depth industry experience with IT
knowledge and methodological expertise in the service of our customers. The technical focus of Faktor Zehn lies on product systems, policy systems, policy administration systems, as well as sales and service systems.

www.FaktorZehn.de

The corporate culture of Faktor Zehn is marked by high standards of quality, open and respectful communication, transparency,
creativity, and enjoyment of doing good work. These values inspire us to achieve a consistently high performance.
Faktor Zehn AG 2017		
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